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5.1 Legal Measures

A unique number used

key encryption uses a pair of different values to control a related

Hand geometry:

Also, funds that become available to an account holder before a

transmission. Encryption ensures, to the greatest

Biometrics:

Working Team will promote the exploration and diffusion of

developed and accepted.

the need to establish international rules and regulations

analogues to such payment mechanisms as checks, credit

6.0 Summary

long will records be maintained? Should there be any federal,

the float and for how long? Should there be any special reports

required. The ability to perform this monitoring

the NII. Additionally, transaction amounts (e.g., the total amount

revert to the state if they remain unused after a specified period

Liability

Alternatively, will organizations issue tokens from a common

exchange the tokens they create/issue for actual money. Who

be included in a certificate signed with the private key of a well-

key and knows that only the person with the private key could

account, institutions could authenticate themselves to

Electronics

An electronic token system raises a new set of safety issues.

Anonymity
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